SHRMLV Coronavirus Survey – 186 Respondents
All Responses received between 3/10 and 3/13

Other:
-HR Outsourcing/HR Consulting/Staffing/Payroll- 8 Responses
-Consulting/Professional Svcs/Business Services – 4 responses
-Resort/Hospitality – 4 Responses
-Engineering – 2 Responses
-Government – 2 Responses
-Sales/Service/Retail – 4 responses
-American Automobile Association/Travel/Insurance
-Non-Profit Program for IDD
-Distribution Centers and Corp Office
-AV Technology/ Technology Consulting/Development – 2 responses
-Non-Profit Telecommunications and News
-Information Services
-Electric Utility
-Real Estate
-Home Services
-Testing Lab
-Telecommunications
-Data Analytics

Other:
- All travel stopped – 8 Responses
- Non-essential travel stopped and/other travel requires approval – 9 responses
- CDC List followed – 3 Responses
- No Limitations/no bans – 6 Reponses
- No Conferences – 3 responses
- We are following CDC guidelines and have banned travel to level 3 risk areas. Level 2 risk areas are business essential travel only
- China, S Korea, Italy, Japan, Iran
- limit air in the US. Also working remote where possible
- Highly affected areas within the US
- All consultants asked to work from home
- Cruises and international travel
- All International travel banned
- regional meeting and events have been cancelled
- Middle East and India
- Only essential domestic travel permitted
- Any travel outside the United States must be reviewed.
- Limit travel within the state
- We only travel locally; limits are based on EE comfort level
- Employee discretion
- Commercial and international air travel restricted only

Other – no responses

Other:
- Currently under review/discussion/consulting legal - 14 Responses
- Unsure/Don’t know – 7 Responses
- Case by case basis/will discuss as needed – 7 Responses
- Short Term Disability – 7 Responses
- Our staff can work remotely – does not apply – 4 Responses
- Unpaid at this point. Considering switching to a week’s pay and then STD
- Depends on category of employee
- New Jersey's paid sick leave law
- If they can work from home they can continue to do so. If they can't, they must use either sick/vacation or take the time unpaid
- If the absence is due to CDC or Company guidelines, we will pay. If the employee makes the decision to stay home, we are still
evaluating. We haven't had this yet.
-Personal. If employee is diagnosed, the company will pay up to 2 weeks. Depending on what develops, we may do more
- They may use time off that is in their banks, but they may also take it unpaid if they want to or don't have any accrued time.
- Up to 15 days additional pay with documentation, regardless of time with Company
- If no vacation remains then nonpaid
- Currently following our absence management program, callouts/points are applicable as of now. We are not forcing employees
to go home
- Paid day off not against their PTO days
- Also allowing staff to donate their sick, vacation and personal time to sick co-workers.

- EE can choose to use PTO or be unpaid
- Accrued time be used for the first two weeks. After that an application will be filed with the short-term disability company that
the agency contracts with.
- Full-Time Sick and PTO Part-Time PTO No PTO, no pay

Q11. If an employee exhausts their sick time, how are you handling that?
- Unsure at this time/still discussing – 42 Responses
- Unpaid – 35 Responses
- PTO - 16 Responses
- Case by Case - 15 Responses
- Giving additional time off or Advancing PTO or sick time to employees- 14 Responses
- Disability – 14 Responses
- FMLA – 6 Reponses
- Non-exempt employees will not be paid if they do not have benefit time available. Exempt employees will be paid a full week's
pay if they perform any work during that week.
- We may pay someone if we have to close or have employees self-quarantine.
- Allowing other staff to donate to them.
- We will work with our employees to make sure they can pay their bills and not go into debt over missing a week or two of work.
- Negative Balance
- If they tested positive or have been mandated to quarantine by a regulatory agency, we will supplement pay for up to 2 weeks
until STD kicks in.
- we do not have SP, only PTO. we are allowing STD while an employee is out with an illness related to COVID
- We will pay for time off during the quarantine outside of our sick policy.
- Use available accrued vacation time, then the organization will supplement
- Pay Advance
- Administrative Leave
- We will still pay them if they are out.
- Providing emergency time off
- An employee will continue to be paid at regular rate if they are quarantined for the virus.
- Sick time policy will not apply. Our employees will be able to take as much sick time as necessary.
- Allowing them to be out without penalty.
- Can work from home or work on Saturday
- Haven't addressed it yet, since we have a generous sick leave bank (that rolls from prior years) and EEs have the ability to work
at home, but if the situation arises, we would probably give them the extra time.
- First sick, then personal time, then vacation time for the first two weeks. If the employee is not eligible for short term yet (60
days) or exhausts accrued time, the time will be unpaid.

Q16 Any particular comments you’d like to share with other members of SHRMLV?
- How are school closures impacting companies and are they doing anything differently because of it? How are you
handling when an employee claims to have been exposed to someone who may have symptoms (unconfirmed)?
- We're following the CDC and Dept. of Health sites for updates.
- Info coming from corporate is slow and I lack confidence in both government and media info. I feel very unprepared
- This is still evolving here. I answered "yes" to self-quarantine after international travel, but that is likely, not yet
implemented at this time
- From question15 - I believe HIPAA does not allow us to ask if anyone has the coronavirus. We can only request a doctor’s
note to excuse the employee from work.
- We are minimizing all contact with associates. We will be interviewing over phone but will still need people to come in
the office to fill out appropriate government forms.
- Considering the creation of onsite child-care for school-age children if no alternatives are available.
- In conjunction w/ Q15, if a family member is diagnosed, associates are asked to provide documentation, self-quarantine
and then will be paid for up to 15 days
- You cannot request medical documentation due to HIPPA laws.
- It's is changing daily. The protocol for second and third person exposure is not set, as of yet.
- We are taking this on a case by case basis. We have pushed back start dates for those who traveled, we are allowing
employees to take leave, we implemented every 15 minutes required handwashing and we instructed our manages with
talking points. We also have taken away cell phone use in the restaurants. If anyone is sick, we are sending them home
right away.
- Our company is headquartered in Germany, so our precautions are more stringent than that of other employers we’ve
encountered. Additionally, our main customers are based in Asia/Europe, so they have implemented their own restrictions
as well that affect our employees.
- I believe this is an overreaction** but in reality, we have to be cautious because my clients are nervous. I keep
emphasizing that they need to make sure handwashing is the key. ** more people die of the common flu but hopefully this
results in people instituting healthy work practices.
- I cannot seem to get specific requirements regarding what we are required to do as an employer if one of our employees
or vendors or customers is exposed or diagnosed with the COVID-19.
- Recommend keeping updated with CDC website.

- We are encouraging employees to limit visits to BMG. Visitors also have to sign an affirmation they do not have cold or flu
symptoms and have not traveled to certain areas outside the US.
- We are putting minimal communications out at this point and would like information on what other companies are doing.
- Personally, I think that we are hugely overreacting to the Coronavirus. it is good to be prepared and keep the elderly safe,
but this seems to be even less dangerous than influenza.
- We have added extra sanitary measures throughout our plant and offices to make sure employees are more vigilant with
this matter.
- Still working on it and not wanting to have employees panic.....but we will be fair and good to all employees who need to
be out of the office....
- We have not undertaken too many procedures but are more cautious with sick employees.
- I personally think this whole coronavirus is being blown way out of proportion.
- All doors are propped open and we've stepped up regular sanitizing of highly used surfaces.
- We are offering people who need to fly a choice to not fly. So far no one has taken us up on this. I believe that allowing
people a choice and not making them feel bad if their choice is not to fly or go to large conferences, etc. But overall, we are
conducting business as usual.
- We are unsure of some of the answers to the questions at this time. Dependent on the spread of the virus, our responses
could change.
- For #15, the answer is 'No' unless FMLA will apply. Then standard FMLA processes will be utilized.
- This is developing very fast and things we are not doing today we will probably be doing by next week.
- We have been communicating with the employees on a regular basis. We have provided Purell to employees paid by the
Company. We have also implemented daily cleaning of workstations and public areas since we are a retail business.
- Undecided as to pay for non-exempt employees impacted by Coronavirus at this time. Meeting to discuss later this week.
- I think that people need to live their lives. Practice proper hygiene stay away from large gatherings (movies, church, etc.)
if you feel that you must, stay home if you feel sick. These are the same things that should be done during annual flu/cold
season
- This survey raised some issues we have not resolved as of today.
- Excellent opportunity for HR to show leadership and value in uncertain times.
- Pertaining to question 15 - the real answer is we don't know yet.
- We are making plans to react to Coronavirus outbreak in the LV (or other area where we operate), but we realize this is a
fluid situation and, therefore, we also must be fluid in our actions.
- Sad that the Media is causing all this havoc. They should be ashamed of themselves. Information gathering is acceptable,
causing mass hysteria is not.
- No one in the agency has reported being exposed at this time.
- currently reviewing options for many related topics, including sick pay, time for child care if schools close, and we are
considering taking the temperature of anyone who enters our facilities and sending any employee home if they have a
fever.
- Most of the questions do not apply - we have put out more than one notice to employees as well as the parents of our
students

